
 
 

Lifeline USA Core Systems 
 
Zero 2000 2.25 ltr Club Fire Marshal Mechanical System - 
http://lifeline-fire.com/lifelinezero2000225ltrclubfiremarshalmechanicalsystem.aspx  - Entry level AFFF 
system meeting most 5lbs of suppressant requirements but not requiring SFI or FIA standards. This system 
utilizes a steel bottle with mechanical activation and employs 2 nozzles - 1 in the engine bay and 1 in the 
cockpit. It is best suited for open wheel, formula, and small-cockpit prototypes(etc.) where space is limited. 
This system is designed to meet the market demand for a cost-effective, plumbed-in system that’s more 
effective than a handheld or nothing at all. 
 
 
Zero 2000 Fire Marshal 4.0 ltr Steel Fire Extinguisher System - 
http://lifeline-fire.com/lifeline-zero-2000-fire-marshal-4-0-ltr-steel-fire-extinguisher-system.aspx  - FIA 
Homologated AFFF system using a steel bottle and mechanical activation. This system uses 4 nozzles, 2 
engine bay and 2 cockpit, and is appropriate for any grassroots level racer - WRL, AER, ChumpCar, NASA, 
LeMons, etc. This system is the minimum that should be installed in any sportscar turned track or race car. 
 
 
Zero 360 FIA 2.25kg Novec 1230 Fire Marshal System - 
http://lifeline-fire.com/lifelinezero360fia225kgnovec1230firemarshal.aspx  - Entry-level Novec 1230 system 
and is focused(with a price-point targeted) at being a 4L AFFF system replacement. This steel bottle, 
mechanical activation system is roughly half the size and weight of the 4L AFFF system, while being more 
effective due to Novec 1230 technology, and employs 6 nozzles, 4 engine bay and 2 cockpit, for better area 
coverage. 
 
 
Zero 360 FIA 2.25kg Novec 1230 Stored Pressure Electric System - 
http://lifeline-fire.com/lifelinezero360fia225kgnovec1230storedpressureelectricsystem.aspx  - Same 
suppression capabilities as the previously mentioned Steel Fire Marshal, but a little lighter using an 
aluminum bottle with electric push-button activation, rather than mechanical pull cables. This system still 
utilizes the same 6 nozzle setup as the Steel Fire Marshal, in the same layout. 
 
Zero 360 FIA 3.0kg Novec 1230 Stored Pressure Electric System -  
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http://lifeline-fire.com/lifelinezero360fia30kgnovec1230storedpressureelectricsystem.aspx  - For vehicles 
using a fuel cell or requiring nozzle coverage somewhere other than cockpit and engine, this 3.0kg Novec 
system would be the way to go. All 3.0kg Novec systems use aluminum bottles for weight savings, and are 
offered in several forms of activation methods, this particular system using electric push-button. This system 
adds 0.75kg of Novec and offers 2 additional, optional nozzles. Still using the same 6 nozzle layout as the 
2.25kg systems for engine and cockpit coverage, these 2 nozzles can be added coverage for a fuel cell, 
transmission tunnel, extra cockpit nozzle, etc. 
 
Zero 360 FIA 3.0kg Novec 1230 Remote Charge - CD System - 
http://lifeline-fire.com/lifelinezero360fia30kgnovec1230remotecharge-cdsystem.aspx  - Stepping up from the 
3.0kg electric activation system is the remote charge activation system. Still uses the same electric 
push-button activation, however this system does not house or hold the pressure inside the cylinder, instead 
using a remote CO 2  canister that compresses an internal bladder which holds the Novec upon activation. 
This system discharges in ~7-8 seconds of “pure” Novec(not pressurized with Nitrogen as with other 
systems in our line), whereas stored pressure mechanical and electric discharge in ~11-13 seconds. Being a 
quicker discharge, a larger volume of Novec gas fills the area faster, “attacking” the fire quicker, and is more 
effective in suppressing the fire. Like the other 3.0kg Novec systems offered by Lifeline, you’ll still use the 
same basic 6 nozzles setup and have the additional, optional 2 nozzles for placement of your choosing. 
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